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Your birthday party is nearly set up with 
only a few things left to do. Join Blaze in 

this awesome birthday cake chase, 
as he tries to save your special day! 

Noah
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Happy Birthday Noah!
Love from Nanny G xxx
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They couldn’t have a 
birthday party without cake!
“I have an idea,” said Blaze. “Why 
don’t you and Gabby finish getting 
the party ready while AJ and I pick 
up your cake?”

“Thanks, guys!” replied Noah.

“I’ve got everything I need 
to make this the best 

birthday party ever!”

It was a special day in Axle City. Everyone was
getting ready for a birthday party for Noah! 

said Noah.
 There was just one

problem: their cake was
still at the bakery.
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other side of  a giant pothole.
“I’ve gotta have it!” he said. “And I’m going to build a 
flying robo-plate to get it!”

Just then, Crusher and Pickle drove by the bakery and
spotted the unattended treat. Crusher thought the giant
cake for Noah looked yummy—but it was on the

Blaze and AJ zoomed over to the bakery and 
spotted Clive, the baker truck. 

“That’s the biggest cake I’ve ever seen,” said Blaze. 

“And it smells delicious!” added AJ. “It’ll be 

“Yep!” replied Clive. “All this cake needs now 
is candles. Come on in and I’ll get you some.”

perfect for Noah!”
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“I don't got it!” he added as the robo-plate 
flew away with the cake.

“I got it! I got it!” shouted Pickle.

With the push of  a button on his remote, 
Crusher’s robo-plate flew to the cake and 

lifted it into the air. Then the robo-plate 
began to spin out of  control!

Crusher’s hatch began to glow as pieces flew out and 
formed the robo-plate.

“Okay, robo-plate… bring me that cake!” ordered Crusher. 
He did’t know it was for Noah.
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When Blaze and 
AJ came out of  

the bakery, they 
spotted the cake 

zipping down 
the street and 

Crusher chasing 
after it. 

“Hubcaps!” exclaimed Blaze.

“Follow that cake!” shouted AJ.

“Crusher is trying to get the
birthday cake! We can’t let
Noah down.”
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Crusher and Pickle heard Blaze directly behind them.

“Crusher, we need that cake!” shouted Blaze.

“It’s for Noah and they need it for their
birthday party!”




